
My Ideas, My Initiative 
--- An International  Project on Traffic Awareness 

The Sequence of events—A student’s perspective 

1) Brainstorming session 

15 of us were selected for the project. It all began with a brainstorming session. A few videos were 

shown about road safety, followed by a discussion about the need for road safety and traffic awareness. 

Later a vigorous discussion session was held to generate ideas to be followed for the effective conduct 

of the project. In the end we had a clear idea about our action plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

2)Visit to the traffic park, sector- 12, Panchkula  

We were all taken for the visit to the Traffic Park in sector-12, Panchkula to get a firsthand knowledge 

about the necessary traffic rules to be followed to ensure road safety for all. A traffic policeman 

connected with the park and Panchkula Traffic Police detailed us regarding the same. It was a great 

learning experience for us all. 



 

 

2)   Quiz 

We converted all that we had acquired in the traffic park into a quiz. We then conducted an informal 

quiz in the classroom. Few of us took up the role of quizmasters, timekeepers and scorekeepers. We 

were happy and excited to see a good response from our classmates. 

  

3) Poster and slogan making 

We were involved in a poster and slogan making activity with an aim to further reinforce the role of 

traffic rules in road safety. We put our creative imagination to best and were ready to use these placards 

for generating awareness. 

  



4) Traffic manning --- A practical experience 

                      Mail to Chandigarh traffic control 

 

We were taken to the Traffic Park in sector-23, Chandigarh where a traffic policeman educated us about the need 

and importance of lane driving. 

We were later taken to the Matka Roundabout to get a firsthand experience about how to man traffic. Also we 

helped to create awareness about lane driving as we spoke to people on the busy road and displayed our posters 

and slogans. 

 

5) Street play on traffic awareness 

All that we had gained and learnt about traffic rules and road safety, we put into practice by creating a street play 

with the aim to spread awareness amongst the youth and people in general. 

We showcased the play once in the school and then in the busy OBC (Oriental Bank of Commerce) in sector-5, 

Panchkula. It was much appreciated by both the officials as well as the customers present there. 

It was a satisfying experience as we could see that we had achieved our purpose to some extent, it was obvious 

that we were successful in reaching our message to not only our friends in school but also the people on the 

street.  



 

We are thankful to the school, our principal and our teachers for involving us in this interesting learning project. 

Thank You 

-Abhijay Ahuja 

Submitted to- 

Anju Verma Ma’m 

Anupama Mahajan Ma’m 

*PS- The timeline given in the action plan has slightly been altered. The reason behind the change 

was that when we practically started working on the project we realized that it was the better course of 

action.  

 

 


